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Each and every are obviously similar

(1) a. Each frog is green ↔ Every frog is green (both are universal quan:fiers) 

b. Some/Most frogs are green 

(2) a. *Each/?Every frog gathered by the pond. (both are distribu:ve) 

b. All the frogs gathered by the pond. 
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Each is ‘more individualis1c’ than every

e.g., Vendler 1962; Beghelli & Stowell 1997; Beghelli 1997; Tunstall 1998; Landman 2003; Surányi 2003

(3) a. Take every one of them

b. Take each one of them…

and examine it in turn 

(4) In this talk, 
a. ✓I combine every theory of quantification

b. # I combine each theory of quantification

(5) Which book did you loan to each student? 

(6) Which book did you loan to every student? 

A: There’s no one book I loaned to every student

Frankenstein
to Frank 

Persuasion 
to Paula 

Dune 
to Dani

The Challenge: How to accommodate these sorts of (subtle, non-categorical) observa:ons
while also explaining the (obvious) fact that each & every are distribu:ve universal quan:fiers?



Each is ‘more individualis1c’ than every
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Syntac'c Posi'on 
(Beghelli & Stowell 1997)

The Challenge: How to accommodate these sorts of (subtle, non-categorical) observa:ons
while also explaining the (obvious) fact that each & every are distribu:ve universal quan:fiers?

Event differen'a'on 
(Tunstall 1998)

Formally dis'nct mental representa'ons
(Knowlton, Pietroski, Halberda, & Lidz 2022; Knowlton 2021) 

TheX:Circle(X)
[∀xX(x)[Green(x)]]

✓
✓
✓

✓
∀x:Circle(x)

[Green(x)] 
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Each frog is green

∀x:Frog(x)[Green(x)] ≈ Any individualx that’s a frog is such that itx is green

Every frog is green

TheF:Frog(F){∀x:F(x)[Green(x)]} ≈ The frogsF are such that 

any individualx that’s one of themF is such that itx is green

Knowlton 2021 UMD disserta,on; Knowlton, Pietroski, Halberda, & Lidz 2022 Linguis,cs & Philosophy; Knowlton, Trueswell, & Papafragou 2022 CogSci

Proposed meaning difference

“The frogs”
{x: x is a frog}       The set of frogs 

ƖX:∀x(X(x) ≡ Frog(x)) The thingsX such that for each thing, it’s one of themX iff it’s a frog
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Each frog is green

∀x:Frog(x)[Green(x)] ≈ Any individualx that’s a frog is such that itx is green

Every frog is green

TheF:Frog(F){∀x:F(x)[Green(x)]} ≈ The frogsF are such that 

any individualx that’s one of themF is such that itx is green

Knowlton 2021 UMD disserta,on; Knowlton, Pietroski, Halberda, & Lidz 2022 Linguis,cs & Philosophy; Knowlton, Trueswell, & Papafragou 2022 CogSci

Proposed meaning difference

Every’s meaning has a semantic constituent corresponding to a grouping of its first argument; 
Each’s meaning does not 



Knowlton 2021 UMD disserta,on; Knowlton, Pietroski, Halberda, & Lidz 2022 Linguis,cs & Philosophy 7

{Each/Every} 
big circle is blue

How many big circles 
were there? 

Is {each/every} 
circle blue?

Where was the middle 
of the circles? 

Is {each/every} circle 
green?

Did one circle 
change its color?

Psycholinguis1c evidence 

Performance: Every > Each Performance: Every > Each Performance: Each > Every
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{Each/Every} 
big circle is blue

How many big circles 
were there? 

Is {each/every} 
circle blue?

Where was the middle 
of the circles? 

Is {each/every} circle 
green?

Did one circle 
change its color?

Psycholinguistic evidence 

Performance: Every > Each Performance: Every > Each Performance: Each > Every

➥ Can we find evidence of the proposed meanings outside of sentence verifica:on tasks? 
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Each NP

➥ Implicates no grouping of domain en::es

Every NP

➥ Introduces the plural entity the NPs

A language-internal predic1on

Predic3on: every NP should be beker able 
to serve as a plural antecedent than each NP

Exp 1: every is beker able to provide a plural 
comparison class for sentence-internal same

Exp 2: every is beker able to provide a plural  
antecedent for sentence-internal they



Predicates with same require a comparison class
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(7)  a. #Kermit is the same color (same as what??) 

b. The frogs are the same color

Predic3on: Because every frog implicitly introduces the frogs, it should behave more like (7b); 

each frog doesn’t introduce such a group, so should behave more like (7a)

see Kuhn 2015 & Brasoveanu & Dotlačil 2015 



Proportion picking every over each

***

n=120; 12 items

Sentence-internal same: forced-choice judgment
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Ann and Frank decided to throw a school Halloween party. 

Surprisingly,                               student showed up in the same costume ∅.
as their classmates.

[Implemented in PCIbex (Zehr & Schwarz 2018)]

➥ Participants favored 
every in the absence of 
another source of the 
comparison class for same

➥ This preference 
disappeared when the 
comparison class was 
made linguis:cally explicit
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Each NP

➥ Implicates no grouping of domain en::es

Every NP

➥ Introduces the plural en:ty the NPs

A language-internal predic1on

Predic3on: every NP should be beker able 
to serve as a plural antecedent than each NP

Exp 1: every is beker able to provide a plural 
comparison class for sentence-internal same

Exp 2: every is beker able to serve as a plural  
antecedent for sentence-internal they



Proportion picking every over each

*

n=120; 12 items

Linguistically explicit antecedent?

Sentence-internal they: forced-choice judgment
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Aoer      arriving                              at the school party,                               student was told that they 

should gather around the table.

arriving
the students arrived

[Implemented in PCIbex (Zehr & Schwarz 2018)]

➥ Par:cipants were more 
likely to pick every when 
the linguis:cally explicit 
antecedent was absent

➥ There’s an overall 
preference for each
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Each NP

➥ Implicates no grouping of domain en::es

Every NP

➥ Introduces the plural en:ty the NPs

A language-internal predic1on

Prediction: every NP should be better able 
to serve as a plural antecedent than each NP

Exp 1: every is beker able to provide a plural 
comparison class for sentence-internal same

Exp 2: every is beker able to provide a plural  
antecedent for sentence-internal they



Could alterna1ve views explain this effect? 
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Syntac'c Posi'on 
(Beghelli & Stowell 1997)

Event differen'a'on 
(Tunstall 1998)

➥ Better suited for capturing 
categorical distinctions

➥ Not obvious how scope difference 
could matter for antecedent availability 

➥ Does not suggest that every NP
groups the NPs
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Each frog is green

∀x:Frog(x)[Green(x)] ≈ Any individualx that’s a frog is such that itx is green

Every frog is green

TheF:Frog(F){∀x:F(x)[Green(x)]} ≈ The frogsF are such that 

any individualx that’s one of themF is such that itx is green

Proposed meaning difference

Every’s meaning has a seman:c cons:tuent corresponding to a grouping of its first argument; 
Each’s meaning does not 

See also: Knowlton 2021 UMD dissertation; Knowlton, Pietroski, Halberda, & Lidz 2022 Linguistics & Philosophy; Knowlton, Trueswell, & Papafragou 2022 CogSci



Thanks! 
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Zoe Ovans, 
Anna Papafragou, 
John Trueswell, 
Paul Pietroski, 
Jeff Lidz, 
& audiences at HSP 2023
for helpful discussions, 

to MindCORE for funding, 
and to each & every one of you for listening! 
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